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Creative Team Resources Group
(CTRG)

Speaker’s Bureau
Featuring the Presentations of Glen Aubrey
Contact CTRG today to schedule a presentation for your group.

Speakers@ctrg.com
Conferences
Retreats
Leadership and Core Team Training
Motivational Seminars
Strategic Planning
Promotion and Retirement Parties
Recognition Events
Seasonal Company Parties
Dedication and Graduation Ceremonies
Inspirational Events

Business Topics—Relevant and Applicable!











Leadership In Tough Times—Doing It Right
The Lincoln Leadership Conference
Effective Communication
Leading From the Middle
Core Teams Work Their Principles and Practices
What Leadership Is
Celebrate!
Problem Identification / Solving Them Once and For All
Strategic Planning and Innovation
Industrial Strength Solutions Build Successful Work Teams!

o When you and your organization are looking for an
effective communicator, contact us.
o Presentations are effective and geared to produced long‐
lasting results.
o Ranging from 30 minutes to 3 hours, speeches and
facilitated training are adapted to fit your company’s
needs and the specific goals of your event.

Contact CTRG today to schedule a presentation for your group.

Speakers@ctrg.com
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Finally, someone who informs and entertains at the same time. –Frank S.
Motivational—he made me think. –Sam G.
Thank you for your comments and your upbeat presentation. –Gwen F.
Captivating! –Sandi L.
It was good to be at your seminar last Friday. You did an excellent job in passing
on lessons learned from Lincoln. You have much to offer to folks that will
challenge them. I took away a number of insights that will help me in my own
role as a leader. I am...talking to many that are leading non‐profit agencies...I am
already reflecting on a number of your insights. –Casey G.
Informative, well‐researched, applicable. –Tom N.
Authentic. –Vern M.
Outstanding! He reached our audience. –Judy G.
Please make copies of your speech available! –Audience member
It’s about time somebody spoke like this. We needed to hear it. –Ken F.
Riveting! –Bud A.
This morning was fabulous! Thanks again for one of the best mornings I have
ever spent. –Dave N.
The Chamber feels it is important to provide our members with information they
can use in business as well as their personal lives; the message on Friday
morning, “Leadership in Tough Times—Doing It Right” certainly filled the bill.
–Mike C.
I thought the morning went very well, indeed... providing your audience with a
lot of ‘jewels’ of management wisdom that can be put to good use immediately. –
Steve A.
You are an amazing team builder and you make the whole process fun.
–Paul R.
Glen has an incredibly strong commitment to building teams. –Rick H.
My organization is already feeling the effects. –Jerry L.
A clear presentation with clear content. –Bob F.
Thanks for your part in our success. –Gary H.
It is very gratifying to see a team of workers enter the sessions and a team of
leaders exit. –Juan C.
With great skill and genuine care, he took a talented group of people, training,
developing and launching them into a TEAM concept that has radically
improved our productivity and communication. –Phil H.
Your presentation was very thought provoking. I enjoyed your teaching style.
You are open and encourage all to give input. –Rick C.
I really enjoyed this! –Audience member
Great speech! –Audience member
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Your style of getting people involved by writing down and sharing their
thoughts of our site’s strengths, challenges, and actions so that they could follow‐
up on themselves to make the site better, was very effective in getting the
message through to them. The room went through quiet times and then times of
passionate interchange. Your excellent facilitation skills were evident by the way
you handled a very diverse crowd of 70 people.
–Bud H.
You made me want to listen and learn. –Audience member
You can’t help buy enjoy his comments and take them seriously, too.
–Bill G.
You really helped our team find new focus and direction in a crucial time of our
development. –John S.
We were certainly in need of something to bring direction to our Company; the
philosophy you presented was far beyond our expectations. –Bonnie C.
He showed us the importance of work in relation to function. Glen uses a great
word, “apprentice.” We are treating followers this way.
–Kathleen M.
You have been an inspiration. I truly appreciate your positive and dynamic
presentation. –Walter M.
Your program stresses the impact of relationship upon performance and
successful team building. The value of the individual is key. –Larry S.
I left with some good “food for thought” and a greater awareness of leadership. I
am going to apply his principles. –Linn D.
Thank you for the seminar last week. I did not attend the seminar; I embraced
it. And I am greatly looking forward to embracing the work upon which the
seminar was built. The time you spent was so well filled with topics to think and
act upon I am literally still in the process of absorbing them. Those three hours
had a significant impact on my way of thinking about many things. THANKS
SO MUCH for the nourishment.
–Sean D.
I really enjoyed your message. –Judy D.
You helped us take a breath and refocus our efforts toward one common goal,
that being the success of ourselves and the success of our company.
–Robert H.
The response was overwhelmingly favorable. –Rick K.
Appropriate remarks for our organization in an important time. –Tim P.
I want to thank you and your team for the training and leadership that your
company, Creative Team Resources Group, offers. The organizations in which I
participate have been greatly benefited by building Core Teams and by the
principles upon which your organization stands. –Kevin F.
Glen Aubrey’s team building philosophy and his methods of putting the
principles into practice in a real and meaningful way are without parallel. –Bill R.
Well done! –Rick P.
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The message from Mr. Aubrey hit home. I was very pleased because our people
listened intently. More than a speech, Glen’s contribution was an attention‐
getter. We want our leaders to be a part of solution thinking and acting, not
hindrances to a process of improvement. His talk was a wake‐up call to some, it
enlightened others, and it was refreshing to all of us. I recommend him to any
organization that wants to inspire its people and see improvements as a result. –
John B.
I thought it was a great seminar, and I got a lot from it personally. There were
some good challenges for me! –Tom E.
Outstanding...your speech was great for our teams! –Anthony L.
Glen, thank you for the wisdom you are giving us this weekend. –Matt M.
Glen, this weekend was more than an experience; it will be life changing and
help me redefine my actions with the people I impact. You are truly dedicated to
your vision, and that inspires me! –Michael N
Thank you for sharing your words of wisdom and experiences. I hope that we
continue to keep your words in mind and be cognizant of what/who we should
be as a leader. Thank you again. –Ed M.
Sir, thank you for spending this time with us. Your words are convicting—
something I’ve needed for some time now. –Dusty T.
Thank you for your passion to make us better people investors. –Mark A.
Mr. Aubrey: tank you for the leadership life lessons you are sharing with us. –Bill
H.
A paradigm shift in my approach to leadership and management has occurred
through your innovative unorthodox approach to this topic. The concepts and
principles of “people are more important than what they do” and “relationship is
the foundation of efficiency” shook the very foundation of my idea of how to
lead people. –Tony K.
I will give everyone the chance to succeed to their highest potential.
–Luanne M.
The main theme you teach, “People are more important than what they do” will
help us develop relationships in a team environment. Learning to make
decisions about another’s success strengthens our teams and improves product
through accountability and trust.
Thank you for all you said. It has really given me some things to think about. –
Ryan F.
We really enjoyed all you had to say. –Nancy H.
Glen, your words have really struck a chord. For reals. Thank you for speaking to
us. –Kim H.
Thank you for sharing with us these great words of leadership. I have learned
much about myself and what I need to do differently. These are things I will
definitely apply as I try to lead my troops in today’s military. –Tracy M.
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Core Teams provide the opportunity to improve and optimize work groups and
working relationships, but not without pain. This process forces us to look at
both function and relationship and make changes where appropriate. –Garth G.
This has been one of the best learning experiences I have ever encountered. –
Linda B.
Thanks so much for an awesome weekend full of learning. I certainly have a lot
to work on. –Allen S.
The “Core Team” has set the tone for what it looks like for a leader to invest in
his/her team. –Audience member
When there are walls broken down that have existed for many years that had no
indication of resolution prior to your appearance, with repeated efforts, the level
of communication that was needed before and avoided actually can take place.
Thanks again. –John G.
I think Glenʹs ideas are right on track and should be a model we continue to try
to implement in how we make all the nuts and bolts happen.
–Audience and core team member
I have to nurture and invest in my team. I want my team to know that I want to
do whatever I can to help them grow in their positions.
–Heather L.
I keep getting tremendous reports from Kevin (with whom I meet weekly) about
the impact of your training with his Core Team. –Barry W.
Awesome! Life changing! –Lyn O.
A tremendous help in opening up the lines of communication within our staff. –
Judy B.
This was just wonderful! –Addie H.
Great presentation this morning; thank you for your spirit. –Peggy B.
I hear your words of wisdom in my ear when I need them the most. The ABC’s
of conversation have helped me immensely! Backing off for a bit has been my
lifeline. Thank you for your coaching and support.
–Cynthia F.
GREAT conference! Thank you for inviting me to it! I’m looking forward to
reading through it tonight. –Todd T.
Take you & your business beyond a mere object, to create a work of art.
–Richard W.
A fitting tribute. –George S.
Your ability to effectively communicate and educate our management and staff
to the principles of team building has opened many windows of opportunity for
our company’s growth and also added a layer of resiliency. Your insightful
methods of teaching were very enlightening especially in the areas of trust
building, communication, accountability and responsibility. –Dana C.
Our organization is the largest club activity at the U.S. Military Academy, West
Point, NY, and its cadet leadership team experienced a long weekend with Glen
Aubrey and grew immensely in their leadership capabilities.
Though the U.S.
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Military Academy is one of the world’s premier leadership laboratories, Glen’s
training got everyone’s attention and his common sense approach to building
core teams and making lasting investments in people were invaluable. We have
discovered and won’t soon forget that “healthy relationships matter most,” and
“accountable and authentic investment in lives” makes organizations strong.
Most importantly, we have tried earnestly to apply his timeless adage, “people
are more important than what they do.” Glen Aubrey is a tremendous facilitator,
mentor, leader, and team builder. –Kevin B.
Your participation in our annual officers’ planning meeting in January was both
timely and valuable. During your presentation, you gave our officer team a
clear, concise framework within which to consider our company’s best and worst
attributes, and specific steps that will allow us to “grow our competitive edge.”
Your insightful comments and guidance, delivered at the very beginning of our
planning meeting, set the stage for one of the most productive planning sessions
we have every had.
–Steve A.
I just wanted to say thank you. Nothing could have prepared me for what I
would learn of the results that would be achieved. That is true notwithstanding I
had been through dozens of management and self improvement programs, and
that our firm represents the producers and authors of several of the country’s
most successful corporate training programs. The expressions may not sound
quite like thank you, but I assure coming from a senior executive officer it is
gratitude and wonder at the highest level. –David F.
If there is anyone on the contemporary landscape that understands how to bring
people together to accomplish something great, it’s Glen Aubrey.
–Gary G.
Your Core Team training and Leadership Investment training, were extremely
useful to us and to me personally in growth and development. –Tom C.
From the initial concepts of how to form a team, to the essentials of nurturing a
healthy team, CTRG materials and presentation style can contribute greatly to
developing your employees into more effective team members. If you have the
opportunity, engage Glen Aubrey. –Jay M.
Your personal command of personal and organizational relationship issues has
made this engagement beneficial. –John M.
Stressing the importance of individual choices, Glen was able to connect and
make a positive impression on his listeners. –Steve H.
We were, and still are, in a tremendous growth period. With that growth come
the challenges of developing, adding and maintaining the personnel that have
brought us to this point of success. You put together a program that reinforced
the beliefs that, “Your business is only as good as your people”, and “You are
more than what you do”. –Dwight Z.
It was good to be at your seminar last Friday. You did an excellent job in passing
on lessons learned from Lincoln. I hope the future seminars go well. You have
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much to offer to folks that will challenge them. I took away a number of insights
that will help me in my own role as a leader. I am talking to many people who
are leading non‐profit agencies, and I am already reflecting on a number of your
insights.
I took away several things that I hope we all remember. –Robert C.
It is clear to me that your emphasis on customer service, communication and
building leadership skills strengthens our working relationships, which in turn
helps us all produce more. –Paula C.
Your insight has enabled me (us) to see that though we were very busy, we were
not nearly as effective as we could have been. –Ken F.

Contact CTRG today to schedule a presentation for your group.

Speakers@ctrg.com
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